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President Anntrong ^ l i  move into the University House on May 1, after heating, roofing and other renovations are made.
Arm strong makes him self at home
Kariee Prazak
KARLEEPRAZAX.MD^ MAIL.COM
It was about 34 years ago when Cal 
Polys new president Jeffrey Arm­
strong stood on the lawn at a func­
tion at the president’s house at Mur­
ray Sute University, He was among 
other students there to be honored 
for receiving scholarships, and he re­
alized how amazing it was to be at the
president’s house on campus, he .said.
Starting May I, students won’t 
be the only Mustangs living on cam­
pus anymore. Armstrong said he too 
plans to live on campus in the Univer­
sity House.
At the first four universities Arm­
strong was associated with, the presi­
dent lived on campus. Although the 
decision to live on campus may not 
be right for every president, it was the
right decision for him, Armstrong 
said.
“The idea of the president be­
ing on campus and being that 
much more connected with the 
students was such a positive that it 
outweighed any other factor,” Arm­
strong said. “I couldn’t picture any­
thing other than living on campus.
see Armstrongs ^
Huck Finn goes clean in new publication
Anieca Ayler
ANIECAAYLEILM D^M AIL.COM
A revised edition of the classic 
American novel, “The Adventures 
of Huckleberry Finn" by Mark 
Twain, intended to be less offensive 
and "cleaner” for the classroom, is 
set to be published next month.
This “sanitized” version will ex­
change every use of “nigger” for 
“slave," which appears 218 times in 
Twain’s novel, according to the re­
vised edition’s introduction, written 
by the book’s editor, Alan Gribben.
Gribben’s motive for the revi­
sion was to make available a 
youth-friendly work of American 
Literature that doesn’t “repulse
modern readers.” He reminds read­
ers, however, that Twain purposely 
used this sort of language to show 
the social realities of the 1840s, 
which included slandering African 
Americans.
The company publishing the 
book, NewSouth, valued Gribben’s 
endeavor and saw his revision as an 
opportunity to take Twain’s work off 
the shelf of respected, but neglected 
classic books, according to its website.
Its planned publication has 
sparked several dehates across the 
country, evidenced by countless 
articles in publications around the 
country in the last month. Subjects 
range from diminishing the work’s 
integrity to changing Twain’s in­
tended tone and themes to issues of
censorship.
The original version of Huck­
leberry Finn has been both 
praised for its portrayal of Ameri­
can southern life and criticized for 
its brash confrontation with rac­
ism. The novel is a sequel to “The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer,” and 
follows two boys, Huck Finn and 
Jim, a slave and Finn’s best friend, 
as they journey down the Missis­
sippi river in search of adventure 
and freedom.
Since its original publication 
in 1884, the language has been a 
point of controversy and contin­
ues to be one of the most chal­
lenged books in the United States,
see H uckleberry, p age 2
Trash piles up at dining spot
Amber Kiwan
AMBERKI'WAN.MO^MAIL.COM
A pile of trash stacked precari­
ously high overflowed from the 
trashcans at Einstein Bros. Ba­
gels in Poly Canyon Village over 
the weekend, causing students to 
question the quality of campus 
dining establishments.
“There’s always an issue there 
with flies and trash,” said mechani­
cal engineering freshman Toby 
Goldsteinholm.
Goldsteinholm said although he 
had never seen it piled quite as high 
as he did on Saturday night, the 
situation still raises questions about 
the cleanliness of the restaurant.
Goldsteinholm lives in North 
Mountain Hall, but said he often 
goes to Einstein Bros, for dinner 
with his friends because the line at 
VG’s is usually too long.
fhe trash problem caused hesi­
tation, but will not completely de­
ter him.
“I’ll probably end up going back 
there because it’s convenient, cheap 
food,” Goldsteinholm said.
Einstein Bros, opened in 2008 
when Poly Canyon first opened 
and is a favorite place for students 
to go for breakfast, lunch and 
dinner.
Its menu offers a variety of 
foods, from bagels and wraps to 
coffees and desserts and, according 
to sophomore manufacturing engi­
neer John Henry, who has worked 
at Eirtstein Bros, since the begin­
ning of fall quarter, they get a high 
volume of customers everyday.
“(The overflowing trash) is a 
regular occurrence,” Henry said. 
“There is just so much business 
throughout the day and not enough 
trash cans.”
Henry said they are always tak­
ing trash out throughout the day, 
but the amount of students com-
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COURTESY OF TOBY CpOLDSTEINHOLM 
Trash piled up at Einstein Bros, in 
Poly Canyon Village on Saturday 
night, causing some to question the 
dining spot’s cleanliness.
ing through makes it hard to keep 
up with.
Einstein Bros, has no official pro­
cedure or schedule for taking out the 
trash. Henry said it ends up getting 
cleaned every hour or so.
“We do sweep-throughs when­
ever we can,” Henry said. “If it’s jam- 
packed, we wait until the line dies 
down, then we go through and clean 
up, sweep the store and take out the 
trash.”
Henry has never heard of any 
complaints regarding the trash issue 
at Einstein Bros., but since he usu­
ally works nights, he said he thinks 
of the trash issue as “out of sight, out 
of mind."
Poly Canyon Village residenu, as 
well as other various Cal Poly stu­
dents who dine at the Pbly Canyon 
restaurants, depend on Campus Din­
ing for breakfasts, study snacks and 
hearty dinners.
So for the students stopping by 
for some braln-fbod throughout the 
day, the issue is not out of sight or 
out of mind.
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Armstrong
continuedfrom page 1
What else would I do?”
The two-story University House 
was built in 1928 with four bedrooms 
and three-and-a-half bathrooms. It is 
located adjacent to the Health Center, 
and as Armstrong said, the Recreation 
Center is right in his backyard.
The last person to live in the house 
was former Cal Poly president, War­
ren Baker, until about sbe years ago. 
At that time. Baker moved out to live 
in a private home he built near Pismo 
Beach.
Before Armstrong moves in, the 
house needs to undergo necessary 
renovations, which include upgrades 
on the heating, ventilating and air 
conditioning system, windows, elec­
tricity, light fixtures, kitchen and 
bathrooms as well as partial re-roofing 
— which is happening now.
Cal Poly Vice President for Ad­
ministration and Finance Larry Kel­
ley said he predicts the finished proj­
ect will be $150,000 to $200,000, 
at the most, and will not cause any 
additional costs to the students, since 
it is a state building and is fonded ac­
cordingly.
“(The fonding) comes out of the 
same source as the care of the other 99 
or so buildings we have on campus,” 
Kelley said. “If we need to repair or re­
place a roof, we try to have the money 
available to that.”
The renovations are scheduled to 
be finished by May I, Kelley .said.
Until then, Armstrong will live 
in the hou.se Cal Poly provided for 
Robert Glidden when he served as in­
terim president. The house is about a 
five minute drive from campus, .Arm­
strong said.
While living there, Armstrong will 
receive a housing allowance, which 
has yet to be disclosed. When Glid­
den lived there, his housing allowance 
was $5,000, Kelley said.
When Armstrong does live on 
campus, he will no longer receive a
housing allowance, but his mere 
walk of a commute to his office is 
something Armstrong looks for­
ward to, he said.
“For the last 14 years. I’ve had 
a five to eight minute commute,” 
Armstrong said. “Now, I’m going to 
have a five to eight minute walk.”
On the walk, and even around 
San Luis Obispo, Armstrong said 
he hopes students feel comfortable 
enough to say hello or even give him 
a high five if they’d like.
Biological sciences senior Colin 
Malcolm said he thinks that with 
Armstrong on campus it will help 
his relationship with the students 
because if he lived across town, 
he would be detached from the 
university.
“1 think it’s a good idea because 
he will be closer to the student 
body,” Malcolm said. “He’ll un­
derstand what it’s like to live in 
this area."
Malcolm doesn’t expect to see 
the president around campus much, 
because of his busy .schedule, so he 
hopes to sec him in more casual set­
tings, he said.
“If I want to go out and get bar­
becue or go to the movies, we could 
be going to the same places,” Mal- 
ailm  said. “If we see him around 
town, that will make (students) feel 
closer to him.”
The University House’s main 
purpose has recently been to host 
social events and Armstrong said he 
plans to carry on this tradition.
“The university needs additional 
space where they can entertain, so 
we’re going to entertain — there is 
no doubt about it,” Armstrong .said. 
“The house is a good place to break 
bread or have a drink or ju.st sit back 
relax and get to know (^ >et)plc better.”
Armstrong’s first official day as 
Cal Poly president is Feb. 1, and he 
compared the decision to live on 
campus with .advice his dad gave 
him on his wedding day, he said.
“Make a decision, and make it 
right,” Armstrong said.
Huckleberry
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according to Time’s “Top 10 Cen­
sored Books” list.
Cal Poly English professor 
Carol MacCurdy, who specializes 
in American literature, said this 
controversy should be known and 
understood by students.
“Race is a very important issue 
and I think it is important that 
students be edu­
cated about racial " "
issues,” MacCurdy 
said. “It’s also im­
portant that they 
be shocked by the 
word (‘nigger’).”
M a c C u r d y  
views language as a 
tool and points out 
that Twain was not 
the only author to 
use the word.
“ H em in g w ay  
also uses the ra­
cial slur in his famous novel The 
Sun Also Rises,” Maccurdy said. 
“Some writers use it to show that 
their characters are racist or that 
the culture the characters live in is 
a racist culture and that they have 
absorbed the racism. This is true 
of Twain, Faulkner and Flannery 
O’Connor.”
Both personally and academi­
cally, MacCurdy docs not approve 
ol the revisions to Huckleberry 
Finn.
“As a lover of literature and 
language, I would be very op­
posed to sanitizing the novel,” 
MacCurdy said. “The fact that the 
characters use the offensive racial 
slur doesn’t condone its usage ... 
1 teach Southern fiction, so this is 
an issue that comes up a lot and 
that students learn much from. 
They would not if the texts were 
sanitized.”
On the other hand, Eldra Av­
ery, who teaches English at San
Luis Obhspo High School, does not 
chink replacing “nigger” for “slave” 
changes the meaning or context of 
the story at all. In fact, she has been 
doing so herself when reading pas­
sages to her students all 24 years she 
has taught the book.
“I just can’t say that word out 
loud,” Avery said.
Avery attended college during the 
civil rights movement and comes 
from a time when the word “n i^ er” 
was absolutely intolerable, she said.
lover o f literature and 
le, I would be very 
opposed to sanitizing th
—  Carol MacCurdy.
C^ al Poly English professor
“I remember when I first read it 
in 1986 and 1 was thinking, ‘Oh, 
wow. The racial slur is problemat­
ic,’” Avery said.
So when teaching the book to 
students, she briefs them about its 
racist language.
“Before they even have it in their 
hands, I address it,” Avery said.
As part of the high school curric­
ulum, Avery is mandated to teach 
Huckleberry Finn. And while she 
maintains personal problems with 
the book, she would still include it 
in students’ book lists if she were to 
create her own.
“There arc portions of it 1 really 
love,” Avery said. “I think Huck 
does some pretty admirable stuff. 
He starts the novel as a racist and he 
thinks he’s going to sacrifice his im­
mortal life for Jim (a slave). 1 think 
there are some really important les­
sons to be learned from this novel.”
Avery secs the changes to Huck­
leberry Finn as a way to censor
victimization.
‘‘Take child pornography, for 
example,” Avery said. “Why don’t 
we as a society accept it? Because it 
victimizes someone. When you’re 
using slurs — racial slurs, gen­
der slurs, homosexuality slurs — I 
think you’re victimizing people.”
While censorship and controver­
sial issues have played a part in high 
school classrooms, such problems 
have not been encountered with 
notable distinction at Cal Poly at 
least during her 
■ 14 years with the
school, said Kath­
ryn Rummell, the 
chair of the Eng­
lish department.
“ O c c a s io n ­
ally individual 
instructors will 
have students in 
their classes who 
are uncomfortable 
with the language 
or material, but 
that’s not censor­
ship,” Rummell said. “That’s more 
at the high school level; there’s 
nothing like that at the college 
level.”
Conversely, Gribben said in his 
introduction that the racial issues in 
this and other controversial books are 
prevalent at all levels of learning.
“Even at the level of college and 
graduate school, students are capa­
ble of resenting textual encounters 
with this racial appellative,” Grib­
ben wrote.
NewSouth ultimately hopes to 
bring to light the issues of language 
.and race in literature.
“If the publication sparks good 
debate about how language im­
pacts learning or about the nature 
of censorship or the way in which 
racial slurs exercise their baneful 
influence, then our mission in pub­
lishing this new edition of Twain’s 
works will be more emphatically 
fulfilled,” continued the company’s 
statement.
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State of the Union speech may reveal Obama’s new approach in 2011
Michael A. Memoli
TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU
Tuesdays State of the Union address 
will be the first test of whether Presi­
dent Barack Obamas post-election 
shift to a more centrist course is more 
than symbolic, Republicans said Sun­
day in the lead-up to his speech.
“We’re going to find out beginning 
next week how much of this he really 
means,” Senate Minority Leader Mitch 
McConnell, R-Ky., said in an interview 
on “Fox News Sunday.”
“It is kind of a trust-but-verily mo­
ment. Let’s see if he’s really willing to do 
it, and if he is, I think he’ll find a lot of 
help among Republicans in Congress.” 
After an electoral “shellacking” in 
November, Obama embraced a com­
promise that extended the Bush-era tax 
cuts, retooled his West Wing to include 
more moderate voices — such as his 
new chief of staff, William Daley — 
and made new overtures to the busi­
ness community.
His polls have rebounded as well on 
the eve of his second Sute of the Union 
address, passing the 30 percent thresh­
old in a series of major surveys.
Addressing supporters in a video 
message released Saturday night, 
Obama said his speech Tuesday would 
focus on creadng jobs and American 
competitiveness, as well as the nation’s 
deficit challenges. '
Though calling for some budget 
cuts, Obama also is expeaed to call for
additional spending on infrastructure 
and education. That raised red flags 
among Republicans.
“This is not a time to be looking at 
pumping up government spending in 
very many areas,” McConnell said.
“When the president talks about 
competitiveness, sure, we want Amer­
ica to be competitive,” U.S. Rep. Eric 
Cantor, R-Va., said on “Meet the 
Press.” “We want to cut and grow. 
When we hear invest from anyone in 
Washington, to me that means more 
spending.”
Cantor, leader of the new House 
Republican majority, said Republi­
cans will press for serious spending 
cuts in response to the expected vote 
this spring on raising the nation’s debt 
limit.
Thursday, a group of conserva­
tive House Republicans and Sen. Jim 
DeMint, R-S.C., unveiled a spending 
plan that would cut $2.3 trillion from 
the federal ledger. Republicans more 
broadly campaigned in 2010 on re- 
tumir^ spending to 2008 levels, a pro­
posal that will be debated this week in 
the House.
First, though. Republicans pushed 
forward a vote to repeal Obama’s 
health care reform law. It passed the 
House on Wednesday, and Senate Ma­
jority Whip Dick Durbin, D-111., also 
appearing on Fox, acknowledged that 
“it’s possible we’ll face that vote,” de­
spite Democrats’ objeaions, if Repub­
licans move it as an amendment.
If so, said Sen. Chuck Schumer, 
D-N.Y., Democrats would respond by 
calling for votes on specific portions of 
the law that are popular.
“In the end, their repeal bill is go­
ing to be so hill of holes it looks like 
Swiss cheese,” he said on CBS’ “Face 
the Nation.”
Sen. John McCain supported a 
repieal vote in the Senate, adding that 
there already was agreement with 
Democrats on ways to improve the law.
McCain, Obama’s rival in the 2008 
eleaion, also praised the president’s 
shift in tone.
“I think there’s common ground 
because 1 think the president realizes, 
as a result of the November electioas, 
that the American people have a differ­
ent set of priorities, and so we should 
seize that opportunity for the good of 
the country,” he said.
Calls for unity have manifested 
themselves in a move, largely initiated
Tliis is not the time to be looking 
at pumping up government 
spending in very many
— Mitch McConnell
Senate Minority Leader, R-Ky.
by Democrats, to break from the tradi­
tion of sitting along party lines during 
the speech. Durbin joked that when he 
sat with his new Republican colleague 
Sen. Mark Kirk, R-Ul., “I’m bringing 
the popcorn. He’s bringing a Coke 
with two straws.”
“I don’t have a date” Sen. Kay 
Bailey Hutchison, R-Texas, joked on 
ABC’s “This Week.”
“I’m available,” Sen. Kent Conrad, 
D-N.D., re.sponded.
McCain said he would sit with 
Democratic New Mexico Sen. Tom 
Udall and that he hoped the new ar­
rangement would cut down on un­
necessary interruptions that he said 
distracted from the speech.
But McConnell said the symbolism 
was overblown.
“The American people are more in­
terested in aaual accomplishments on 
a bipartisan basis in the next six to nine 
months than they arc in the seating ar­
rangements in the State of the Union,” 
he said.
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Scientists say impending megastorm 
w iii come back to devastate California
Tony Barboza
LOS ANGELES TIMES
California’s “big one” may not be 
an earthquake at all, but a devas- 
tating megastorm that would in­
undate the Central Valley, trigger 
widespread landslides and cause 
flood damage to one in four homes 
in the state.
The prospect of such a storm 
was raised last week by scientists 
predicting the consequences of 
an “atmospheric river” of mois­
ture from the tropical Pacific hit­
ting California with up to 10 feet 
of rain and hurricane-force winds 
over several weeks.
A team of more than 100 sci­
entists, engineers and emergency 
planners used flood mapping, cli­
mate change projections and geo­
logic flood history to simulate a 
hypothetical storm so intense that 
it only occurs every 100 to 200 
years. They presented their find­
ings last week in Sacramento dur­
ing a conference sponsored by the 
U.S. Geological Survey, the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency 
and the California Emergency 
Management Agency.
The study isn’t meant to be a 
forecast that such a fierce storm 
is imminent, but rather a push by 
scientists to publicize the risk of a 
catastrophe that they say is unfa­
miliar to most Californians.
In the scenario — powerful 
back-to-back storms — floods 
could force about 1.5 million 
people to evacuate and cause more 
than $300 billion in property 
damage. The economic loss would 
be four times that of a very large 
earthquake.
The simulation was based on
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the most severe storm event on re­
cord in California, a 45-day scries 
of storms that started on Christ­
mas Eve 1861 and, according to 
the Geological Survey, caused such 
extensive flooding that Sacramento 
Valley was turned into “an inland 
sea, forcing the state Capitol to be 
moved temporarily from Sacramen­
to to San Francisco, and requiring 
Gov. Leland Stanford to take a row­
boat to his inauguration.”
Geologists studying prehistoric 
flood deposits found evidence of 
even larger storms that occurred 
about every 300 years.
Scientists project storms of that 
magnitude to become more fre­
quent and powerful as a result of 
global warming.
Scientists said the study high­
lights the need to prepare for the 
large-scale devastation of powerful 
winter storms, which have received 
lar less attention than the threat of 
earthquakes. Unlike a quake, which 
radiates from a single epicenter, 
the destruction from a megastorm 
would span the entire state.
“We need to recognize that 
flooding here in California is as 
much of a risk as an earthquake,” 
said Lucile Jones, chief scientist for 
the Geological Survey’s Multi-Haz­
ards Project. “These storms are like 
hurricanes in the amount of rain 
that they produce.”
fhe exact effects of a colossal 
storm would depend on weather 
patterns that cannot be predicted 
until about a week before they 
strike. But the study identified 
some of the most vulnerable areas.
Los Angeles County, Orange 
County, San Diego and the San 
Francisco Bay Area would be espe­
cially susceptible to the floodwaters
of overflowing rivers. A 300-mile- 
long expanse of the Central Valley 
would be underwater, with sub­
stantial losses of crops, livestock 
and urban structures. The rains 
would overwhelm much of the 
state’s flood protection system, es­
pecially in the Sacramento Delta 
area, where levees are not designed 
to withstand the flow predicted in 
such a storm.
Landslides would wash out key 
portions of roads, highways and 
railroads. Flooding would disrupt 
the ports of Los Angeles and Long 
Beach. Power, water and sewer lines 
could sustain damage that would 
take months to restore.
Despite the staggering destruc­
tion such a storm could unleash, it 
is not a worst-case scenario.
“It’s an extreme but plausible 
storm” that would become more 
catastrophic the longer it lasts, 
said Mark Jackson, meteorologist- 
in-charge at the National Weather 
Service’s Oxnard office, who was 
not involved in the research but at­
tended the conference. “Our land­
scape can really handle quite a bit of 
rain, but when ybu get two storms 
back-to-back you reach saturation 
and the flood control systems are 
pushed over capacity.”
The study, which took two years 
to complete, was designed as a 
follow-up to a 2008 report by the 
Geological Survey, in which re­
searchers examined the potential 
effects of a 7.8 magnitude earth­
quake on the San Andreas Fault in 
Southern California. As a next step, 
meteorologists are working to de­
velop a scale would rank the inten­
sity of California’s extreme storms 
with categories like the ones used 
to classify hurricanes.
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What do you think of the Area 52 
construction project at this point
in the year?
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Briefs
State
SACRAMENTO (MCT) —
Tightening belts by targeting 
mouths and fingers, California’s 
state Senate is placing an indefi­
nite freeze on buying BlackBerries 
and cell phones.
Senate President Pro Tern 
Darrell Steinberg announced the 
largely symbolic move Friday, 
one week after Gov. Jerry Brown 
ordered state workers to turn in 
48,000 cell phones by June 1.
With California’s state budget 
foundering in red ink, facing a 
$26.4 billion deficit, talking and 
texting are easy targets that could 
affect lawmakers’ image but do 
little for the bottom line.
Brown’s order to collect half 
of the 96,000 cell phones is­
sued to state workers is meant to 
save about $20 million per year. 
The Senate’s action does not cut 
monthly bills immediately but 
could save money in the future by 
barring purchases.
SAN BRUNO (MCT) —
A series of weld defects has been 
found in detailed studies of the 
high-pressure gas pip>eline that 
exploded last year in a San Bruno 
neighborhood, killing eight and 
destroying dozens of homes, fed­
eral investigators reported Friday.
The spot ■ where the 30-inch 
line first cracked and failed also 
has been located along a seam that 
ran in the direction of the pipeline
The welding irregularities and 
the location of the initial frac­
ture intensified questions about 
the adequacy of safety testing and 
inspection practices employed by 
Pacific Gas & Electric.
Some of the so-called longi­
tudinal scams showed defects in­
cluding a lack of welding material 
penetration and incomplete weld 
fusion with the pipe material, 
among other problems.
$
National
NORTH CAROLINA (MCT) —  
A Raleigh woman suspected in the 
1987 kidnapping of an infant from 
a New York City hospital turned 
herself in Sunday morning.
Ann Pettway surrendered at a 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
office in Bridgeport, Conn., ac­
cording to Pam Walker, a spokes­
woman for the North Carolina 
Department of Correction.
Pettway was sentenced to pro­
bation last year after being convict­
ed of embezzlement. Walker said 
North Carolina will seek to extra­
dite her to North Carolina for vio­
lating the terms of her probation, 
which forbade her from traveling 
out of state.
Agents with the FBI think 
Pettway abducted Carlina Rcnae 
White, who was 19 days old when 
she disappeared from Harlem Hos­
pital 23 years ago.
Carlina was reunited with her 
birth mother, Joy White, last week 
after DNA tests confirmed her 
identity.
MICHIGAN (MCT) —
Four police officers in Detroit’s 
Northwestern District were shot 
Sunday afternoon when a gunman 
came in and opened fire.
According to Sgt. Todd Flby, the 
gunman walked in at about 4:20 
p.m. EST with a pistol grip shot­
gun. Unprovoked, he just started 
shooting, said Eby, who was sit­
ting at his desk when the gunfire 
erupted.
Eby said officers in the building 
returned fire, killing the man.
Shot were Commander Brian 
Davis, Sgt. Ray Saati and Offi­
cer David Anderson, Eby said. A 
fourth person, a female sergeant 
whose name was not released, was 
also hit. The four have been trans­
ported to Sinai Grace hospital in 
Detroit.
International
EGYPT (MCT) —
The Egyptian government an­
nounced Sunday that it had “con­
clusive proof’’ that an al-Qaeda- 
linked Palestinian militant group 
orchestrated the New Year’s Day 
bombing outside a Coptic Chris­
tian church that killed 25 wor­
shippers and agitated sectarian 
tensions across Egypt.
Interior Minister Habib Adii 
blamed the attack on thè Army of 
Islam, an extremist organization 
based in the Gaza Strip.
The naming of foreigners as the 
culprit may help Egyptian author­
ities in easing escalating tensions 
between Muslims and Copts, who 
make up about 10 percent of the 
nation’s population.
Adii indicated, however, that 
the Army of Islam recruited Egyp­
tians in planning the bombing. 
No one has claimed responsibility 
for the bloodshed.
PORTUGAL (MCT) —
Portugese President Anibal Cava- 
co Silva sailed to a landslide re- 
election in Sunday’s presidential 
vote, which was overshadowed by 
the country’s economic woes.
Final results gave the conserva­
tive Cavaco Silva 52.9 percent of 
the vote, against 19.8 percent for 
his main challenger, leftist poet 
Manuel Alegre.
The elections improved Cavaco 
Silva’s 2006 result of 50.6 percent 
of the vote, allowing him to again 
win in the first round.
However, his victory was wa­
tered down by voter turnout of 
only 47 percent.
Cavaco Silva’s resounding vic­
tory was seen as a blow to Socrates' 
already beleaguered minority gov­
ernment, whose economic policies 
the president had criticized during 
the electoral campaign.
Tfninklays are the one day that you 
dorf't have to be a poor college student.
Cut out coupons in the Thrifty Thursdays page and save!
Budget crisis may force 
California to issue iOUs
Shane Goldmacher
LOS ANGELES TIMES
California Treasurer Bill Lockyer 
warned Saturday that the state could 
face the unwelcome prospect of issu­
ing IOUs in April or May if legisla­
tors and Gov. Jerry Brown do not 
act quickly to solve the state’s fiscal 
problems.
The severity of California’s yawning 
budget gap, estimated at $25.4 billion, 
is widely known. But Lockyer’s com­
ments were the first to suggest that the 
state government is staring at a more 
immediate cash crisis that could require 
IOUs. The state last issued billions of 
dollars in the worthless scrip in 2(X)9, 
causing a cascade of headlines around 
the world about California’s fiscal dys- 
fiinaion. Lockyer, a Democrat, offered 
a clear prescription to avoid repeating 
that fiscal calamity: “Get a budget ad­
opted that’s honest, and make the cuts 
as soon as possible.”
Brown, who took office less than 
three weeks ago, has called on the Leg­
islature to enact by March 1 an austere 
spending plan that includes deep re­
ductions in welfare, health care for the 
poor and the state’s universities, among 
other programs.
“Get it done, the sooner the better,” 
Lockyer said Saturday during his ap>- 
pcarancc at a conference sponsored by 
the Institute of Governmental Studies 
at the University of California, Berke­
ley. If not, he said, “We will run out of 
money to pay the bills.”
Brown and state Controller John 
Chiang, who is charged with paying
the state’s bills, have yet to oudinc so 
dire a scenario. “1 am not supposed to 
say any of this,” l ockyer admitted.
Steve Glazer, a top Brown adviser 
who was at Saturday’s conference, de­
clined to comment on whether IOUs 
could be on the horizon. He referred 
questions to the (department of Fi­
nance, where officials were not imme­
diately available. Chiang’s office did 
not return a call for comment. Asked 
if the governor was concerned about 
IOUs, Glazer said, “Títere are a lot of 
consequences of not having a balanced 
budget plan for the long term and that 
is one of them.”
Brown has coupled his request for 
immediate budget reductions with a 
call for a June special election in which 
voters would be asked to extend tem­
porary tax hikes on their incomes, pur­
chases and vehicles that have been in 
place since 2009.
Brown has steadfasdy refused to de­
tail what should happen if voters reject 
those taxes. Lockyer was not so shy, say­
ing there would be no way to balance 
the books without shutting down the 
K-12 public school system at least sbe 
weeks of the school year. Lockyer said 
Brown has been reluctant to oudine 
such grim p>ossibilitics for fear of alien­
ating a skeptical public.
“You can’t seem to be threatening 
voters,” Lockyer said.
Still, he said that presenting hanh 
realities was necessary, especially as 
mast GOP I^slators have dismissed 
Brown’s call to place the tax question 
on the ballot. They say they want the 
budget balanced without new taxes.
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mustangdailgarts
Cal Poly Orchesis ‘Shifts’ into motion in upcoming performances
Kelly Cooper
KEU.YCOOI»ER.MD@>GMAIL.COM
This time last year Director of Cal 
Polys dance company Orchesis Di­
ana Stanton had begun planning this 
years big show — “Shift.”
And this coming Friday, “Shift” 
premieres at Alex &¿ Faye Spanos 
Theatre, and will feature 13 pieces 
from all over the modern dance radar.
The concert will feature pieces 
choreographed by students, fac­
ulty and guest choreographers, 
ranging Irom a calm and sub­
dued spiritual
piece to Gregorian chant to a jazzy 
broadway-e.sque piece complimented 
by Ella Fitzgerald.
The company — comprised of 
22 Cal Poly students who were se­
lected ba.sed on auditions at the 
beginning of the school year — is 
a relatively new mix of talent this 
year. Social sciences senior McKenna 
Friend said the company is split be­
tween new and returning dancers,
whereas in the past the new crop only 
consisted of about five or six.
“1 feel like we’ve 
all become a 
family,” Friend 
said. “And 
w h e n
<Stenner Glen
Student living at its finestwww.stennerglen.com
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apparently uncommon in dance 
companies. Friend said. Animal 
-V. . 1 sciences sophomore and new 
Orchesis member Mattie 
Leach said she’s gotten used 
to the exclusion associated 
with being the new kid in the 
company.
“I was kind of surprised,” Leach 
said. “In my dance experience, like 
the new places that I’ve gone, you’re 
not included at all.”
And its a good thing the girls 
bonded fast. Everything the com­
pany works for is directed toward the 
winter concert. Out of the 13 dances, 
six are faculty-choreographed, three 
are the work of students and three are 
the work of renowned guest choreog­
raphers whom Stanton and assistant 
director Michelle Walter brought in 
to work with the company.
And that’s not including the fina­
le, which may encompass the lai^est 
“shift” the company has seen to date.
The 13-minute final dance — 
which includes all 22 women — is a 
take on tango, focusing on the motifs 
and essence of the historical dance 
that started back in the slums of Ar­
gentina.
But that’s not all. The finale will 
be complimented by a backdrop 
film featuring the Orchesis dancers, 
which was created by Cal Poly Lib­
eral Arts Engineering Studies (LAES) 
students in a special projects class.
Stanton said she’d done a similar 
dance-and-film pairing in the past, 
but on a much smaller scale. Stanton 
said this is a huge project for both the 
company and the class to take on.
“It is definitely an experiment in 
terms of how it’s going to read and 
what it’s going to do,” Stanton said. 
“But we’re really trying to push this 
idea of new artistic perspectives that 
arc happening and blending the arts 
with technology."
So, in the beginning of the school 
year, LAES students walked into their 
special projects class, not knowing 
what to expect. Liberal arts engineer­
ing studies senior Patrick Robertson 
said he recalled the first day when the 
class was introduced to the projea.
“I walked into LAES 411 and 
this song was playing — there is this 
long train intro, then this beat comes 
in," Robertson said. “This is what 
I walked into class to; we were just 
shuffling around trying to find seats. 
Then he starts to write things on the 
board — he writes Tango.”
At that point, the project was set 
in place, but everything was new —
both for the dancers and the lAES 
students, or “techies” as they were lat­
er coined. Robertson said the sudden 
introduction was tough to adjust to, 
c'spccially with no blueprints.
“It was kind of, at first, really re­
ally vague,” Robertson said. “Because 
that’s the way Diana works.”
Yet the class researched tatigo, 
how it was presented through film, 
the history, and would present new 
ideas from time to time to Stanton 
and Gillette. Yet Stanton did have 
one major request — to incorporate 
the essence of tango.
“1 wanted to make a film about 
those ideas,” Stanton said. “They’re 
not really tango dancers, but there’s 
this feeling about tango that’s the 
essence of dance — the essence of 
connection and going on a journey 
together and sharing with the audi­
ence.”
And the dancers, being natural 
performers, adapted quite well. Me­
chanical engineeing junior Aimee 
Warner said she enjoyed all the quirks 
that accompany being filmed, like 
dressing up and frolicking around 
campus.
“It was completely different for 
us,” Warner said. “It was fun in the 
sense that we really had to think about 
what we wanted videoed to contrib­
ute to the piece chat the finale is."
Warner said she thinks it’s impor- 
unt for Orchesis to explore the op­
tion of fusing technology and the arts 
— for the sake of preservation.
“I feel that if we want dance to be 
as accessible, and as imponant to oth­
ers as it is to us, we need to explore 
those options in order to connect,” 
Warner said. “I don’t think that the 
technology needs to become the fore­
front, but I think it can definitely en­
hance and work with dance.”
Although it’s been quite tedious 
and a new experience for both the 
dancers and LAES students, Stanton 
said the collaboration has been a very 
cool experiment.
“1 mean the idea was, let’s make a 
dance film,” she said. “Then once you 
start making it, you don’t really know 
what you’re doing. It makes itself, 
so to speak. It made a project that I 
couldn’t envision, which is a way that 
I like to worit — not really knmving 
what’s going to happen.”
The six performances will take 
place this Friday and Saturday eve­
ning at 8 p.m., Sunday at 2 p.m. and 
next Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
at 8 p.m. Tickets arc $13 for general 
admission and $10 for students.
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AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Don’t try to control too 
many people at once, or your efforts will surely backfire on 
you. Maintain perspective.
T.-3U'i J5.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) — Don’t try to avoid anything 
that promises to affect you in a big way. Indeed, the bigger 
the influence, the bigger the eventual reward.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) — You and a friend can come «v-r* 
up with a viable solution to a problem that has completely | | 
eluded others for quite some time.,
Storpio
■ lornu
PiSCOi'
Leo
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) — The responses others give 
you will surprise you, like when bad behavior is approved.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20) — You want a linle more room 
to breathe, and you must make clear other needs as well, or 
you’re not likely to get anything from anyone.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) — You can do much to slow 
the progress of something that most consider a n a t iv e  dc- .\, s 
velopment. A few will want to work against you.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — Take care that in an attempt to 
quiet an argument, you do not become a more active pan of 
1l Now is no time to go native in any way.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Just like your Leo nei^bors, 
you’ll want to maintain your objectivity throughout the day^.
The goals you have set for 
lely sought after by othc 
well, but you can remain far ahead of the competition.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
yourself at mis time may be wid t^ ers as
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — If it challenge you and 
¿ ¿ I  excites yoo aod keeps your motor running, it’s certainly for 
Libra you — no matter how daunting it may appear. ---------ar>cér
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec 21) — You can avoid the 
usual triggers and remain relativdy calm and balanced, even 
while otnm are falling apart around you.
, r  '  , , ,
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — A volatile situation 
springs up, requiring you to ease the tension before you’re
,, prepiued to do so.Saq'tt i'-X
ARE YOU STAYING IN TOWN THIS SUMMER AND 
LOOKINO FOR A GREAT JOB ON CAM PUSt
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Confaranea Llalaona, Daak M anagara and Daak Aaaiaiantal
Seeking hard working, responsible, and positive individuals who 
eixioy working in a fun, fast-paced team setting! Customer service 
and cashiering experience preferred and some spring paid training is 
required. Pay rate is $8.00-$10.00/hour. Both FT and PT is available. 
On-campus housing is available at a highly reduced rate. It is a great 
internship importunity with positions not limited to Cal Poly commu­
nity. All sununer positions flnish by end of August.
Job descriptions and applioations are available M-P between 8 :30  
a.m. -  4 :3 0  p.m. the Confkrenee and Event P lanning offioe.
located in Building 170 (Cerro Vista Apartment Administration 
Building) at by e-amail. Call (808) 7B8-7600 for more information.
Applleation Deadline: Wednesday, February 9 4 -30 p.m.
*Resuxne is required
Freshm an questions Roth’s ‘ college’
J.J. Jenkins is a journalism  Jnshm an  
and  Mustang Daily freshman  
columnist.
“1 love college.”
The verse by Asher Roth never 
made more sense to me than when
I sat around my house for a couple 
weeks over winter break with noth­
ing to do but reminisce about my 
first quarter in San Luis Obispo,
"Ihe rest of the song simply made 
more .sense in a newfound context 
and Roth’s lyrics were not as far­
fetched as 1 previously believed — 
well, at least some of them.
On that note, I decided to dissect 
my first quarter at Cal Poly by com­
paring them to Roth’s experience.
“I’m nice right now, man.”
“I feel good."
I’ll agree with Roth at this mo­
ment: I cannot complain about a 
warm and lazy weekend while my 
friends in Colorado suffered through 
20 degree highs. Occasionally I 
would send an out-of-the-blue text 
to a good friend in Appleton, Wis­
consin reading, “It’s 75 degrees and 
I’m going to the beach."
Usually the response was snarky, 
coming from someone who clearly 
had their parka on too tight.
“If you have a drink, would you 
please put it in the air?"
Visualize me raising my Snapple 
bottle for no apparent reason as my 
friends and 1 play Apples to Apples 
on Saturday night. Yes, Snapple. At
II p.m. On a weekend. Though, 
on second thought, it might not he 
what Roth had in mind.
“That party last night was awfully
crazy I wish we taped it.”
“I danced my ass off and had this 
one girl completely naked.”
L.ast night ... I did dance my ass 
oft while “Party in the USA” pumped 
through the speakers, I might have 
been alone in my dorm room, dis­
turbing the neighbors below me, hut 
I think in the end they have come to 
appreciate my singing voice.
As for the second half of the verse, 
you might want to read my previous 
column to check the validity of that 
statement. Although, the idea of get­
ting a girl completely naked in col­
lege was something of a Hollywood 
stereotype, 1 have heard tales of the 
like circulating around Cal Poly.
As freshmen, we’ve only had a* 
few months to work our real magic 
on the opposite sex, but if you’ve 
achieved Roth status, you might con­
sidering making a guest appearance 
in the Mustang Daily’s sex column.
“Drink my beer and smoke my 
weed but my good friends is all I 
need.”
“Pass out at three, wake up at 10, 
go out to eat then do it again."
“Man, I love college.”
Looking hack at my first quarter, 
the only rime this statement made 
much sense occurred during Cal 
Poly soccer games and at a random 
hipster party (arc there any other 
kinds of hipster parties?). 1 cannot 
say I partook in the pre-game festivi­
ties, but 1 sure enjoyed watching you 
all stumble into Spanos Stadium to 
watch the UCSB game.
I even found myself responsible 
for ensuring the safety of those in the
rv
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bleachers below us while a fellow fan 
swayed back and forth with the ac­
tion. The only time he seemed func­
tional was when Cal Poly scored a 
goal as he would jump up and down 
on the narrow seat in celebration 
without the slightest hint of intoxi­
cation. This explains why the police 
make DUI suspects walk in a straight 
line instead of jump on top of a chair.
Weed entered the equation when 
the crowd began to countdown from 
10 nearing the end of the first half, 
but instead of ending at 0, they end­
ed with 4:20 to go. Classic college.
5>econds later, smoke wafted over 
the crowd, and we spotted the cul­
prits ducking beneath the crowd to 
take hits only to rcemerge with some 
derogatory words for UCSB.
Those experiences, even from a 
sober perspective, have become some 
of my favorites and are go-to stories 
when I talk to friends hack home.
“I wanna go to college for the rest 
of my life."
“Sip Banker’s Club and drink 
Miller Lite on Thirsty Thursday and 
Tuesday Night Ice.”
“And 1 can get pizza a dollar a 
slice.”
Thursdays take on a new mean­
ing in college. Rather than being a 
boring night before the last day of 
school for the week, Thursday nights 
mark the first day of the weekend for 
the slackers who do not have Friday 
class (and those who are in denial of 
the fact that they do). Rcccndy, my 
“Thirsty Thursdays” have morphed 
into “Hoedown Tfiursdays” as my 
friends and I make oiir way to The ' 
Grad for line dancing.
I’ll be the first to admit we are 
no good, but watching cowboys in 
plaid shirts school us with their fancy 
footwork has inspired us to practice 
until we can throw girls into insane 
flips over our hacks. Right now we 
stick with the barn dance, the elec­
tric slide and our specialty (and se­
cret weapon) for asking girls to dance 
the iwo-stcp.
We made the first step toward our 
eventual goal this weekend by go­
ing to Ross and buying cowboy gear 
including country blue jeans, plaid 
shirts, cowboys hoots and. of course, 
excessively large belt buckles.
. Do they have a purpose? No. Do 
they look awesome? Yes.
Thirsty Thursday? I would ven­
ture to say yes, but the reasons dif­
fer as, after three hours of dancing in 
impractical cowboy hoots I feel like I 
ran a marathon.
When it comes to $1 pizza, all I 
can say i.s, I wish Woodstock’s had 
that good of a deal.
During the rest of the song, Mr. 
Roth breaks down into an anecdote 
about heer pong, which somehow is 
rhymed with “Olajuwon" and the 
rules of college, but I’m running out 
of space in this column so I’ll have to 
leave the rest for later.
As you can tell, Roth was onto 
something and he did not at ail ro­
manticize the college experience. So, 
in the meantime, try to follow his 
(revised) advice.
"Drink my (corfee) and smoke 
my (tests) but my good friends is all 
I need.
Pass out at (midnight?), wake 
up at (7:30 ... Nah 8:30). go out to 
(Metro) then do it ag;tin.
Man J love college. ’
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Liberal m edia paints an ugly picture
Andrew Nenow is a w in e and  v iticu l­
ture sophomore and  M ustang Daily 
con serva tive columnist.
Fox News, CNN, CBS. ABC. NBC. 
Reuters, Drudge Report, MSNBC, 
AP and PBS. These arc but a few 
of an extetuive list of news sources 
that Americans are met with on a 
daily basis. Beyond television there 
are newspapers, magazines, online 
resources and radio to get us up to 
speed on current events.
The trouble in this day and age 
is the difficulty in finding a pure, 
factually based media source that is 
not trying to work a political angle. 
Every station and website has an 
owner that ensures that a certain 
side of the political spectrum is 
protected.
While both sides, conservatives 
and liberals alike, are guilty of this, 
there is nothing quite like the an­
gles liberal media takes in making
their enemies look bad. Many peo­
ple would disagree with me on this 
statement crying bias, but I speak 
from a purely neutral standpoint.
As a political columnist I search 
for pure facts and nothing else and I 
trust Fox News no more than 1 trust 
CNN for such raw facts. But most 
recently liberal media pointed their 
guns at conservative media on an is­
sue that should have been left alone 
due to its sensitive nature.
I’m speaking of the recent Tuc­
son shooting in which 20 of the 
people shot, six were killed and 14 
injured. Among the injured was 
Arizona Representative Gahrielle 
Gifford who sustained a gunshot 
wound to the head and has been 
in critical condition since. Gifford 
had set up the open forum in the 
parking lot of a Safeway where the 
shooting occurred in downrown 
Tucson. Among the killed were 
Chief judge John Roll and one of 
Rep. Giftbrd’s staff members.
This terrible incident (or “acci­
dent" as Representative Nancy Pc- 
losi called it) affected many families 
and the community of Tucson. You 
would think news coverage of this 
would be for the sole purpose of 
getting concerned viewers updates 
on the condition of those involved. 
Instead, liberal media took the op­
portunity to take a stab at Republi­
can outlets.
Gifford was a member of the 
Democratic Party and news sources 
like CNN said liberal hatred creat­
ed by Fox News and talk show host 
Rush Limbaugh caused the gunman 
to shoot Rep. Gifford at point blank 
range. Fox and Limbaugh have 
jumped on the screaming train that 
has been America’s displeasure with 
liberal “change," but to say this is 
their fault ignores significant facts.
To Stan, Rep. Gifford was a self- 
proclaimed conservative democrat 
and was even prone to switch back 
and forth between the two parties 
due to her centrality. So why would a 
gunman target a liberal that was not 
even fully associated with the parry?
We can’t even go as far as to ask 
this question due to the gunman’s 
political standpoint. It is probably 
even more accurate to describe it 
as the gunman’s lack of a political 
standpoint.
The gunman arrested on scene 
was identified as Jared Ixe Lough- 
net, a local college student with a 
past of mental instability. Loughner
underwent a personality change, 
according to friends, following a 
break-up with a girlfriend and be­
ing fired from multiple jobs.
While he was in no way stable, 
CNN fabricated a political ha­
tred of democrats as his motive 
and ignored the facts. Facts like 
Loughner’s best friend, Zach Osier, 
saying, “He did not watch TV, he 
disliked the news, he didn’t listen to 
political radio, he didn’t take sides, 
he wa.sn’t on the Left, he wasn’t on 
the Right.” And another friend even 
said his anger would well up at the 
sight of former President George 
W. Bush.
Now it is quite obvious to this 
American that petty media rivalry 
is more important to liberal media 
than the consideration of those af­
fected by such a tragic event. At this 
point, those affected by the shoot­
ing arc going through a lot of tur­
moil and I wish them the best.
le llEpuble in this day and age is 
Ity in finding a pure, fiu:- 
tiially based media source thlll|^ sl||f 
trying to work a
— Andrew Nenow
COinscrvative columnist
If this doesn’t get Poly’s team ranked, 
I don’t know what will. Seriously one 
of the most underrated teams in the 
nation.
—  Gene
In response to "Wrestling upends No. 
25 Wj/oming. improves to 5-0"
Caitlyn,
I guess I have a few questions for 
you.
How would you feel if your part­
ner had to look at p>orn, instead of 
you, to get aroused? What if they got 
off to porn without you, and then 
didn’t want to have any sexual expe­
riences with you? Or, what if a sister 
or daughter of yours was the girl on­
screen in porn?
A few years back, at Cal Poly, 
someone asked Ron Jeremy if he 
would want his daughter in porn. He
said no. To me, this says it all. While 
the viewing of porn is attractive and 
exciting, just like many things in this 
world. But what about the negative 
consequences of porn? Many things 
in this world are enjoyable, but does 
that mean we should do them?
Those arc a lot of questions, I 
realize, but how can you write an 
educated column on porn without 
seeing both sides? Anyone can write 
about how great porn is and throw 
a few lines of data to support their 
point, but for a reader, that really is
not too compelling.
—  Taylor
In response to "Foryour view ing 
pleasure: a closer bok  a t p om "
NOTE: The Mustang Daily Jratures 
select comments tlrat are written in re­
sponse to articles posted online. Though 
not a ll the responses are printed, the 
Mustang Daify prints comments that are 
coherent and foster intelligent discusswn 
on a given  subject No overcapitalization, 
please.
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Across
1 Jump
5 19608-70SR&B  
Singer Marilyn
10 Observe the 
Sabbath
14 Norway’s capital
15 Thin a s ___
16 ’B eetle Bailey" 
bulldog
17 Qame played 
with strings 
looped over the 
fingers
19 Spicy Asian 
cuisine
20 Shaking a leg
21 Feather pen
22 Self-description 
of someone 
who's surprised
25 Farmer-tumed- 
con man in a 
1960s sitcom
28 Not much
29 Designer 
Geoffrey
30 Oklahoma city 
named for the 
daughter ol its 
first 4-Oown
31 Many miles off
35 Docs’ org.
36 Long time
40 Hole in one
41 Song for one
43 Electrocute, in 
slang
44 Former name for 
Congo
46 Big hauler
48 Called balls and 
strikes *
50 Taro
.5 4  Bose and 
Bartlett
55 Move to another 
job, say
59 Smarting •
60 What a greedy 
person may grab
62 The •O* m CD- 
ROM
63 Disney mermaid
64 Prayer starter
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65 Maai on a % 
mIDtary base
66 Ashen, as a  
compisiidon ..
67 Blows away
' Ooam'
1 ___ _ Ness
monslsf
2 Bibitcai twin who 
sold his birthright
3 Cockpit 
re a d i^ tA b b r.
4 One who 
"always rings 
twios," in an oid 
movie
5 Jarhead , ''
6 lll-tempan»d
7 Bum, as a
" dgaratte
8 OPEC supply
9 Cheer for a 
toreador
10 Capitol feature
11 Body of values
12 Suddenly stop, 
as an engine
13 French’fabric
18 Like Dotty the
sheep
21 S ine___ non
23 When said three 
limes, "and so 
on"
24 Fawn's father
2SM anyootp.
hireea
26 S a n ___ _ Italian
resort on the 
MedHerranean
27 Physician,___
thysalT
30 Nila snake
32 Place to buy 
cotton candy
33 Farming unit
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34 Wetlands plarrl
37 Princess in L  
Frank Baum 
books
38 Loss's opposite
39 AAodem toil- 
paylng 
convenience
42 Fish-eating hinls
4S Event tor stunt 
pilots
47Q uizzioai
uttaranoes
48 Early computer 
forum
49 Patheticalty 
smatt
5 0  _______ salts
51 Africa’s Sierra
62 Some English 
nobtes. ..
53 Un + deux
56 Othello's 
betrayer
57 tDh. u p r
56 Nancy Drew's 
beau and others
60 Napkin's place
61 Savings for 
one’s later 
years, for short*
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Basketball
continuedfrom page 12
“It means everything to me 
when I see my teammates cheer­
ing, as much as I’m working," 
Schlemer said. “When I sec that, 
I just Want to work hard for them 
and get all the points 1 can, so I 
can cheer for the team on the 
bench when I’m resting.”
Redshirt freshman Jonae Er­
vin executed one of the plays of 
the game with 13 minutes to go 
as she punched the ball away on 
the baseline, regained her footing 
and sprinted coast-to-coast laying 
home two of her six points.
The Mustangs outshot the 
Matadors, going 33 for 64 (51.6 
percent) while Cal State North- 
ridge managed to hit only 16 of 
its 47 shots (34 percent). Cal Poly 
also dominated in the paint with 
36 points from close range while 
the Northridge earned 14.
The Matadors have experienced 
a different season than the Mus­
tangs, winning only one game this 
season when they defeated Pacific 
in overtime.
Cal Poly remains the only team 
in the Big West with fewer than 
two losses in conference, but the 
team faces a conference title con­
tender on Thursday as the Mus­
tangs look to extend their winning 
streak against UC Santa Barbara 
in Isla Vista.
The Gauchos arc the only team 
in the Big West that Cal Poly has 
not defeated.
m:en
Mustangs grab win against Riverside, faii to Northridge
Mustang Daily Staff Report
MUSTANGOAIUrSPORTS@CMAlL.COM
The Mustangs hit a bit of a hiccup 
Saturday.
Poised to match last seasons 5-2 
program-best start in the Big West, 
Cal Poly dropped an 80-65 decision 
to Cal State Northridge on the road. 
It was the team’s third loss in confer­
ence, but with conference-leading 
Long Beach State filing  to UC 
Irvine, the Mustangs still remain 
within striking distance of first place 
in the Big West.
The Mustangs have their 65-60 
win over UC Riverside to thank for 
their good fortunes.
Forward David Hanson had a 
big part in the win. He hit five of 
his first six shots and scored 12 of 
Cal Poly’s first 14 points. With his 
effort, the Mustangs found them­
selves up 14-7 just six minutes into 
the game.
But then UC Riverside answered 
back. They went on a 23-6 mn dur­
ing the next 13 minutes and held 
Cal Poly scoreless for a six-minute 
stretch. The Highlanders led 30-20 
four minutes before halftime.
Hanson then helped his team 
again. He — along with guard Chris 
O’Brien — hit a 3-pointer to propel 
the Mustangs on an 8-0 run and cut 
UC Riverside’s lead to two. But it 
wasn’t enough to grab the lead at the 
half and the Mustangs trailed 35-31
RYAN SIOARTO MUSTANG DAILY
Cal Poly’s leading scorer David Hanson was held to just eight poinu in the Mustangs’ loss to Cal State Northridge Saturday.
at the break.
In the second half, the Mustangs 
sank five of its first six shots and 
grabbed a 43-39 lead with 15 minutes 
to play. The Mustangs extended that 
lead to 61-52 off another 3-p>ointer 
from Hanson later in the half.
Tlie Highlanders cut Cal Poly’s 
advantage twice to three points with 
fewer than three minutes remaining, 
but guard Shawn Ixfwis — who re­
corded all 11 of his points during the 
second half — hit two free throws 
with 32 seconds left in the game.
Against Cal State Northridge, the 
Mustangs looked to be in control of 
the game up until a critical elbow 
swing in the second half.
With 15 minutes left in the game, 
and (3al Poly controlling a 44-39 lead, 
guard Jamal Johnson grabbed an in­
bounds pass and swung the ball across
his chest. In doing so, he clocked 
Cal State Northridge’s Josh Green in 
the face with an elbow and knocked 
Green to the ground.
Consequendy, Green was awarded 
two free throws and cut into the Mus­
tangs’ lead. From there, the Mustangs 
lost all momentum and couldn’t re­
cover. The Matadors outscored the 
Mustangs 36-23 down the stretch en 
route to the victory.
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Lucky seven
Mustangs improve to 7-0 in conference play 
with win over Cal State Northridge
RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANG DAILY
Rachd Qancy scored dght points in tbe tcnm’s win over Cal State Northridge. Abby Bloetscher led the team with 16 points.
J.J. Jenkins
JJJENKINS.M D^MAIL.COM
The Cal Poly women’s basketball 
team entered their game against Cal 
State Northridge on Saturday as the 
top dog in the Big West, boasting 
an undefeated record in conference. 
They continued their winning ways 
with an 82-52 victory.
Three Mustangs recorded dou­
ble-digit point totals, but an all- 
around effort lead Cal Poly to its 
seventh consecutive win.
Abby Bloetscher scored 16 
points and her total was matched by 
Analee Viene-Lota, who had 16 for 
the Matadors. A controversial call 
followed two of Bloetscher’s points 
early in the second half as Violet 
Alama crashed to the hardwood 
when Bloetscher turned around to 
head back down the court and ran 
into Alama.
The referees bit their whistles 
immediately following the play, but 
continued to discuss the situation 
throughout a timeout. After the 
three referees huddled for a min­
ute, they walked to the scorers table 
and called a technical foul on Bio- - 
etscher to the chagrin of the fans in 
attendance.
“As a post player, the name of 
the game is physicality,” Bloetscher 
said. “You get bumped, you bump
girls, you get fouled. As for the 
technical. I’m sorry it got interpret­
ed that way. 1 did not mean to hurt 
the girl, but it is what it is.”
Bloetscher also said she was 
pleased to see that the team was not 
phased by the incident and kept 
up their pace of play following the 
technical.
The opening half was spelled by 
sloppy play, as the Mustangs racked 
up 13 turnovers in the initial 20 
minutes. Fortunately, 13 steals, 
four coming off the quick play of 
Rachel Clancy, mostly negated the 
errors.
“When we went into halftime we 
talked about our passes and mak­
ing better decisions on the court 
and being smarter all around,” Blo­
etscher said. “I think that we came 
back in the second half and we were 
more focused.”
The team only gave up the ball 
eight times in the second half, but 
head coach Faith Mimnaugh said 
the Mustangs will have to sharpen 
up to continue competing at a high 
level.
Clancy also found Kayla Griffin 
on an alley oop over a couple Mata­
dor defenders as Griffin laid two of 
her 11 points into the basket. That 
score, with seven minutes remain­
ing in the first half, extended Cal
Poly’s lead to 10 points.
Bloetscher concluded the first 
half scoring with her ninth and 
tenth points on a jumper from 
about 10 feet off a Clancy assist.
By spreading the ball around 
to eight different scorers. Cal Poly 
methodically worked its way to 
a 38-20 lead at the break, never 
trailing.
The second half saw more of the 
Mustangs’ bench, led by 6-foot-5 
inch freshman Molly Schlemer. 
She scored 12 points in just 11 
minutes during the second half 
as the Mustangs on the sideline 
cheered each time she muscled her 
way through the paint.
“Everybody loves Molly,” 
Mimnaugh said. “She’s sv»ch a 
great person and because we know 
what kind of player she can be, 
her teammates are always on her 
trying to help her get better and 
better. So they give it to her pretty 
good all through practice so when 
she’s doing something well they 
arc really excited because they 
know how hard she’s working.”
During a 67-sccond stretch late 
in the second half, Schlemer made 
three con.sccutive layups stretch­
ing the Mustang lead to 27 points.
lee  B asketball, p age 11
RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANG DAILY
The Cal Poly wrestling team is now 1-1 in Pac-10 duals this season.
Mustangs upset Oregon 
State, fall to Boise State
Mustang Daily Staff Rpeport
MUSTANGDAlLYSPORTS^MAIL.COM
The Cal Poly wrestling team upset 
the No. 13 Oregon State Beavers on 
Friday night, but could not repeat 
the feat on Sunday as they dropped 
eight of 10 matches against the No. 
3 Boise State Broncos, losing 29-6.
The Mustangs inched by the Bea­
vers by winning six matches earning 
a 18-15 victory. The most crucial 
win occurred at 133-pounds with 
Filip Novachkov’s last second take­
down of No. 11 Garrett Drucker in 
the third to last match of the night.
Heavyweight Atticus Disney 
avenged a December loss to No. 12 
Clayton Jack by jumping out to an 
early lead, something Disney has 
made a habit of in his victories, and 
holding on to a 12-6 decision.
Disney said earlier this week he let 
his head get the better of him in his 
first matchup with jack and he want­
ed to prove that the loss was a fluke.
However, Disney could not con­
tinue his hot streak as he dropped a 
7-3 decision to unranked J.T. Felix 
on Sunday.
The only two Mustangs able to 
win both their weekend matches 
were 141-pounder Boris Novach- 
kov and 165-pound Ryan De.s- 
Roches. Boris’ 3-2 win over Michael 
Mangrum of Oregon State was de­
cided by Novachkov’s 1:35 in riding 
time as the Mustangs earned a bo­
nus point at the end of the match to 
break the 2-2 deadlock.
Boris also defeated No. 18 Lxvi 
Jones 4-2, only giving up a take­
down in the first period. Boris claims 
a 20-1 record this season, with his 
only loss coming at the hands of No. 
1 Kellen Russell of Michigan.
The Cal Poly coaches decided 
against moving the Novachkovs up 
a weight class in the dual against 
Boise State as the Mustangs already 
trailed substantially when the broth­
ers came up to wrestle. The possible 
switch was debated earlier in the 
week according to assistant coach 
Tyrel Todd.
No. 17 DesRoches beat Oregon 
State’s Jonathan Brascetu in a 5-3 
match and opened the dual against 
the Broncos with a 6-0 shutout of 
Kurt Swartz. DesRoches is 26-5 on 
the year and is one of three Cal Pbly 
wrestlers ranked in the top 25 by 
Intermat.
Defending Pac-10 champion, 
157-pounder Barrett Abel earned a 
decisive victory over Alex Elder of 
Oregon State to open his weekend, 
but was defeated by No. 2 Adam 
Hall in a 14-6 match.
Abel has not defeated Hall in 
collegiate competition, but may face 
him ^ain  in a Pac-10 champion­
ship final with NCAA tournament 
implications on the line.
Ryan Smith, wrestling at 
197-pounds, also split decisions 
over the weekend earned a two- 
point win over Oregon State’s Chad 
Hanke, who is ranked No. 18 by 
Intermat. However, he lost a 10-5 
decision to Matt Casperson on Sun­
day in a match the Mustangs would 
have needed in order to knock off 
one of the top teams in the country.
No Cal Poly wrestlers earned a 
major decision (a win by eight or 
more points), a technical fall (gain­
ing a 15-point lead at anytime) or 
pin over the weekend, something 
that could come into play in close 
matches where bonus team points 
are critical.
